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Energy games
Rules:

Integer-weighted, directed graph
Car is moved along graph
Energy of car can increase or
decrease (weights)
Two players: Alice and Bob
owning nodes
Owner may choose next edge
(= strategy)
Alice wins at starting node if
energy always ≥ 0
Otherwise Alice loses

Alice

Bob

7 -2

4

-2

3

-8

Question
Least initial energy ∈ [0,∞] s.t. Alice can win?
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Least initial energy ∈ [0,∞] s.t. Alice can win?
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Two players: Alice and Bob
owning nodes
Owner may choose next edge
(= strategy)
Alice wins at starting node if
energy always ≥ 0
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Energy level: 8

Question
Least initial energy ∈ [0,∞] s.t. Alice can win?
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Motivation

Open problem
Is there a polynomial-time algorithm?

Theory

Unknown complexity
Turn-based two-player
infinite-duration games on
graphs

Practice: verification

Quantitative verification
(Chakrabarti et al 2003)
Design systems with minimal
resource consumption
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Complexity status

LP-Type Problems

Simple Stochastic
Games

Linear
Programming

Energy
Games

Mean-payoff
Games

Markov Decision
Processes

Parity
Games

∈ P
∈ P??

∈ NP ∩ coNP
∈ PPAD ∩ PLS

Condon ’92, Matoušek/Sharir/Welzl ’96, Zwick/Paterson ’96, Jurdziński ’98, Juba ’05,
Halman ’07, Bouyer et al ’08, Daskalakis/Papadimitriou ’11
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Prior work on energy games

W : maximum absolute edge weight (input size: logW )

Gurvich/Karzanov/Khachiyan ’88 2O(n log n)

Zwick/Paterson ’96 (mean-payoff) O(mn2W )

Pisaruk ’99 O(n4W )

Lifshits/Pavlov ’07 O(mn2n)

Björklund/Vorobyov ’07 2O(
√

n log n) (randomized)
Jurdziński/Paterson/Zwick ’07 (parity) 2O(

√
n log n)

Brim et al ’11 O(mnW )

Some algorithms use techniques from linear programming
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Relaxing and restricting the problem
Approximation for mean-payoff games

Restricted weight structure: FPTAS (Roth et al ’10, Boros et al ’11)

No restrictions: PTAS implies exact polynomial-time algorithm
(Gentillini ’11)

Parameterized algorithms for parity games
Restricted graph structure (Obdržálek ’03/’07, Berwanger et al ’12,
Fearnley/Lachish ’11)

Polynomial-time algorithms

We show:
Energy games on bounded clique-width graphs as hard as in general
(Same for mean-payoff games)

Restricting graph structure does not always help!
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Results
Groups-of-weights parameters
d : number of groups of weights
δ: maximum width among groups

Example: d = 3

−W W
δ

Theorem 1: Exact algorithm
Õ(poly · δnd+1)

Motivation: Practical application
Algorithm polynomial in typical cases
Resource consumption through few types of operations
Operations of one type need almost identical amount of resources
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Results cont’d
Assumption

Graph has penalty P (to be defined. . . )

P measures “winning-losing gap”, P ∈ [1,W ]

Theorem 2: Approximation algorithm
Additive error ε
O(mn2W /ε)

Precondition: ε ≤ nP

Theorem 3: Exact algorithm
Running time Õ(poly ·W /P)

Remarks
Polynomial if P = Ω(W ) (large penalty)
Algorithm does not have to know P
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Penalty
Simplified definition of penalty P
Bob has a way to play optimally such that for all choices of Alice and all
starting nodes:

either Alice wins or
Alice would need additional energy of at least P on average to win

Example:

Alice

Bob

7 -2

4

-2

3

-8
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Example:

Alice
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Fix Bob’s optimal strategy
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Penalty
Simplified definition of penalty P
Bob has a way to play optimally such that for all choices of Alice and all
starting nodes:

either Alice wins or
Alice would need additional energy of at least P on average to win

Example:

Alice

Bob

7 -2

4

-2

3

-8

Alice’s choices:
“Go left”: Alice wins
“Go right”: Alice needs
additional energy 5

⇒ P = 5
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Comparison

Result 1: Õ(poly · δnd+1) (groups of weights)
No previous result for energy games
Schewe ’07, parity games with c priorities: O(mnc/3)

Result 2: Additive error ε in O(mn2W /ε) (if ε ≤ nP)
Rounding of edge weights
First approximation for energy games
Approximation for mean-payoff games: Roth et al ’10, Boros et al ’11
Results cannot be transfered to energy games

Result 3: Õ(poly ·W /P)

Worst case O(mnW ) matches Brim et al ’11
Transforms approximate solution into exact solution
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Exact computation of e(v)
Assumption: P ≥W /2

T (m, n,W ) =

1 Compute approximate energies ea with error ε = nW /2 ≤ nP
By Theorem: ea(v) ≤ e(v) ≤ ea(v) + nW /2

O(mn2W /ε) = O(mn)

2 Modify edge weights: w ′(u, v) = w(u, v) + ea(u)− ea(v)

O(m)

3 Recurse: compute minimal energies er on modified edge weights w ′

Original graph: e(v) ≤ nW
Modified graph: er (v) ≤ nW /2
T (m, n,W /2)

4 Compute minimal energies: e(v) = ea(v) + er (v)

O(n)

Solves to T (m, n,W ) = O(mn logW )
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Summary

Algorithms depending on weight structure
Groups of weights
Penalty

Main techniques
Approximation by rounding
Exact solution by approximation

Open questions
Polynomial-time algorithm for energy games?
Can arbitrary graphs be transformed to graphs with large penalty?
Combination of graph structure and weight structure restrictions?
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Thanks for your attention!

Questions?
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